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<j 1. Some Miscellaneous Experiments with the Thermo-Multi-
plier. § 2. On the Polarization of Heat by Tourmaline.
§ 3. On the Polarization of Heat by Refraction and Re-

flection. § 4. On the Depolarization and Double Refrac-
tion of Heat.

1. T H E experiments to be detailed in this paper, which chief-
ly go to establish properties of heat wholly unlooked for, or only
suspected to exist, having been made entirely by means of an in-
strument of great delicacy—the thermo-multiplier of MM. No-
BILI and MELLONI, I shall premise some account of its application
to the investigation of some more familiar modes of action.

§ 1. Miscellaneous Experiments.

2. We could hardly quote a stronger proof of the rapid and
unexpected advances which enlarged theory may produce in
practice, than by referring to the employment of thermo-electric
action, discovered a few years since by SEEBECK, to the mea-
surement of heat, with a degree of accuracy and facility which,
perhaps, no thermometer has ever attained. Such is the prin-
ciple of the thermo-multiplier of NOBILI and MELLONI. I t is well
known, that when two metals (and especially bismuth and anti-
mony) are soldered together, and the point of union heated, an
electric current is established from the one metal to the other,
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which may be carried off by wires, and caused to act upon a de-
licate galvanometer or multiplier, the needle of which serves as
an index ; the galvanometer consisting, of course, of a magnetic
needle, nearly freed from the influence of the earth's magnetism,
and so connected with the wire which transmits the electricity,
that the mutual influence of the magnetism and the electricity
shall (by the law of ORSTED) be a maximum.

3. I t will readily be conceived, that, if a series of alternating
bars of bismuth and antimony be placed parallel to each other,
and the extremities alternately soldered together, when all the
extremities facing one way are heated (as by the radiant influ-
ence of a lamp), whilst the others remain at the temperature of
the apartment, the effects produced in a single pair, such as we
first supposed, will be produced at each junction, and that the
intensity of the whole effect will be greater, just as in the Voltaic
pile. At one time it appeared doubtful how far electricity, of
such small tension as is thus produced, could be so reinforced ;
but the instrument in question seems to prove the practicability
of it. About thirty pairs are employed, and so delicately are they
made, that the ends which exhibit one set of junctions are con-
tained within a superficial area of four-tenths of a square inch.

4. The wires, from the extremity of the first and last element
(just as in the Voltaic battery), convey the electricity to the mul-
tiplier, which consists of a flattened coil of silver-wire, covered
with silk, the coils of the wire being parallel to the quiescent po-
sition of an astatic magnetic needle, which is perpendicular to
the magnetic meridian. The deviations are measured in the
usual manner, on a divided circle; upon which, with practice, a quar-
ter of a degree may always be observed, and even minuter quan-
tities occasionally estimated. These divisions are not necessari-
ly proportional to the intensities of the currents which produce
the corresponding deviations. The coils of wire, extending a
long way on each side of zero, prevent the effect from diminish-
ing so rapidly as if they were concentrated there; and M. MEL-
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LONI has described, in his paper in the Annales de Chimie for May
1833, a simple and satisfactory method of estimating the relative
values of degrees, at different points of the scale. He states,
however, that, under 20° of deviation, he found them quite uni-
form. In the following experiments, the deviations were gene-
rally under 15°, and in almost no case exceeded 20°. I have
therefore assumed the forces to be as the deviations. Besides,
no change of importance would take place from a deviation from
this law by a small quantity.

5. It will be perceived in the experiments which are to be
detailed, that the determination of all the more important facts
depends generally on whether one effect be greater or less than
another, without much regard to their absolute amount. Now,
the confidence which we can place in the uniformity of this in-
strument, or at least of the small changes capable of affecting it
(since it is not liable like thermometers, and especially air-ther-
mometers, to advance by starts) is such, as to admit of almost in-
definite subdivision, where the relations of small quantities are
alone concerned. I conceived, therefore, that, without impairing
its sensibility by lengthening the galvanometer needle, we might
advantageously magnify the divisions by optical means. This I
proposed to do by observing the motions of the index by means
of a small telescope, fixing in front of the object glass a lens whose
focus is situated at the part of the scale desired to be magnified.
It might also be easy, in order to compare larger quantities, to
make this micrometric system revolve so as to be always similarly
placed as regards the needle, and thus avoid the effects of paral-
lax, which at present require constant vigilance.

6. The method here indicated, I have put in practice with
the greatest success in my later researches ; one-tenth of a degree
becomes easily visible, and the constancy of the indications fully
justify this method of microscopic examination, which has enabled
me to verify the most delicate deductions I had drawn from
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simple observation, and to obtain results which otherwise I must
have been unable confidently to announce.

7. For the precautions to be employed in the use of the
thermo-multiplier, I must refer to the first of M. MELLONI'S

very original papers in the Annales de Chimie (for May 1833),
but I may state, once for all, that when habituated to the use
of it, I found it more simple, manageable, and comparable, than
I could previously have imagined. Notwithstanding its delicacy
and the promptitude of its action, a few precautions suffice to
prevent any derangement from without. The only inconveni-
ence which I experienced, was in the determination of the zero
of the scale, which appears liable to some fluctuations, which may
be considered as accidental* It rarely happened, however, that
these affected the results of my experiments, because, as I have
said, these were always confined to small variations of tempera-
ture (indicated by a deviation generally under 15° on the scale)
when such fluctuations did not appear; and the results produced
by the same cause under the same circumstances were admirably
constant, as well as the position of the zero point.

8. There is one circumstance which gives a degree of delicacy
to the indications of the thermo-multiplier, when we wish to as-
certain very minute differences of effect, which no other thermo-
metric instrument possesses. When we wish to ascertain the
eaoistence, not the measure, of some cause of heat or cold, if we
watch the needle of the multiplier at the instant at which the
change of circumstances intended to produce the effect takes
place, we shall perceive, in the instantaneous effect on the needle,
an evidence of a far more decisive character than the merely statical

* This fluctuation appears to have been wholly, or almost wholly, owing to the
imperfect communications established between the pile and the galvanometer, which,
when I received the instrument from Paris, were in a very rude state, and the want
of continuity gave rise to some curious phenomena. Since I had the more import-
ant junctions soldered, these anomalies disappeared.
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deviation (at which, after several oscillations, it is finally to settle)
could afford. Not only does the acquired velocity frequently carry
it through double the space due to the statical effect; but I have
observed that the action of the thermo-electric pile so far resembles
that of the voltaic, that we appear to have an excess of effect at the
first moment of action, which gives a greater deviation than can be
afterwards obtained *. I t is therefore to be recollected, that in
speaking confidently of effects, which, statically speaking, are ex-
ceedingly small, the experimentalist has a species of evidence far
stronger than the mere numerical expression of the deviation of
the needle, but the degree of which must be taken on the faith
of his veracity. Thus I have obtained repeated differences, not
exceeding half or even a quarter of a degree of the multiplier
(observed without a telescope), which, by the promptitude with
which the needle was repelled or attracted at the instant that the
change of circumstances to be considered was effected, left as little
doubt in my mind as if the numerical result had been many times
greater.

9. Having satisfied myself, in a variety of ways, of the ex-
treme delicacy and promptitude of action of this instrument, I
thought of applying it to detect the heat of the moon's rays in a
more unexceptionable manner than, I am persuaded, it has ever
been attempted. This curious question had not escaped MM.
NOBILI and MELLONI when they first constructed the instru-
ment, and they mention in their first account of the thermo-mul-

* This remarkable effect, which may be described as an increase of tension by
confinement, seems generally to exist where the conductors of imponderable agents
oppose considerable resistance to their passage. I t is familiar in Voltaic electricity,
and I have often observed it in magnetic electricity. I t is similar to the action
which I have attempted to demonstrate in the passage of heat from good to bad con-
ductors (see the 12th Volume of these Transactions), where we have the full advan-
tage of the dynamical effect; whilst the existence of statical tension in heat seems
likewise to be proved (as we might have anticipated) by the beautiful experiment
described by Professor POWELL in the Philosophical Transactions for 1834.
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tiplier their attempts at its solution *. But, like previous expe-
rimenters, they employed a metallic mirror to concentrate the
rays of the moon, which, acting in the usual manner of dispers-
ing the heat of the thermometer, produced so great a cooling
effect, as completely to neutralize any positive results.

10. I t occurred to me, however, from the consideration of
M. MELLONI'S very decisive experiments as to the permeability
of screens of different kinds to heat from various sources, that the
moon's heat must, in very great proportion at least, radiate
through glass. And this on several grounds; as, 1. because the
sun's heat, of which this may be considered as an integral part,
does so with scarcely any loss ; 2. because heat, accompanied by
light, always does so, and generally in proportion to the brilliancy
and refrangibility of that light; and, 8. because the lunar rays ha-
ving passed through the whole thickness of the atmosphere must,
according to the experiments of D E LA ROCHE, fully confirmed
by MELLONI, have parted with the greater part of that species of
heat most easily stopped, and hence arrive at the earth in a
state comparatively capable of passing through glass and si-
milar substances. If this opinion be correct (nor can I entertain
any doubt upon it), and if we substitute a lens for a mirror to con-
centrate the lunar rays, we shall profit by aU, or nearly all, of their
heating effect, whilst such a lens, instead of promoting the radia-
tion of the heat of the thermometer to the sky, will entirely stop
it (because heat of this description does not pass sensibly through
the thinnest glass), and thus its disturbing influence will be en-
tirely prevented.

11. I employed, therefore, a polyzonal lens made by SOLEIL

of Paris, in my custody, to concentrate the moon's light. The
diameter of the lens is SO inches; its focal distance about 41
inches, whence we may compute the size of the lunar image to
be a circle 0.S8 inch in diameter. Comparing this with the di-

*• Annales de Chimie et de Physique. December 1831.
5

Li i
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mensions of the intercepted cylinder of rays, we shall find the
concentration to exceed 6000 times. But even if we admit that
half the rays are reflected, dispersed and absorbed, we shall have
still an effective increase of 3000 times.

12. My experiments were made on the 16th December 1834,
between 9 and 11 o'clock, the moon being only 18 hours past full,
and (towards the close) less than 2 hours from the meridian. She
was also remarkably high, having a declination of 25° north. The
thermal pile, which was particularly commodious for the experi-
ment, had one extremity elevated to the proper angle, and being
placed accurately in the focus of the mirror, the moon's image was
brilliantly thrown on the extremity of the pile. The sky was on
the whole very pure, though an occasional milkiness was per-
ceived, but the best observations were made at the clearest mo-
ments, because then the air was also most still; for though the
instrument was placed in a most sheltered spot, the faintest breeze
was indicated by the altered temperature inducing a deflection of
the needle, and with such promptitude, that I generally could per-
ceive in this way its approach before I could feel it. The action
of the lens was so perfect, that the image was extremely sharp, and
the spots clearly defined. The lunar rays were alternately
screened and admitted by an assistant passing a sheet of paste-
board across the surface of the lens next the moon ; for when it
was interposed between the lens and the instrument, a sensible
disturbance took place. By these and other precautions, the
needle was steady beyond my expectation, and during an hour
and a quarter that the observation lasted, I had probably at least
twenty perfectly unexceptionable comparative observations, free
from the influence of wind, and which invariably gave not the
faintest indication of warmth. When I got a deviation of the
needle at the moment of unscreening the moon's rays, I verified
it by screening them instantly, and watching for a return to zero,
but I was always disappointed. I feel quite confident that the
effect, if there was any, could not amount to a quarter of a degree

VOL. XIII. PART I. S
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of the galvanometer; and, owing to the dynamical effect which
I have described of a first impulse, that it is improbable that it
amounted to half that quantity.

13. Hence it becomes an object of interest to form some esti-
mate of the sensibility of the therm o-multiplier, compared to com-
mon thermometers. I t would be difficult to give a precise mea-
sure of the degrees of temperature of the two extremities of the
pile,* but we may compare the effect of equal quantities of heat
upon this and another instrument. For this purpose I employed
two air thermometers of great delicacy ; one was the photometer
of LESLIE, having one ball covered with lamp black, and exposed
to the same source of heat as the pile, whilst the other ball was
shaded. The other instrument was a vertical differential ther-
mometer, having a hemispherical reflector, intercepting a cone of
rays 51.50 square inches in section. I found it impossible to ope-
rate with small degrees of heat, which could not be reckoned ac-
curately on the air thermometers, owing to their tardy action ;
but, from several experiments, I concluded that the same quan-
tity of heat falling on the photometer ball and on the pile, moved
the liquid of the former through 1 °, and the needle of the multi-
plier through 4.°2. The degrees of the photometer being lOths
of 1 ° cent., one centigrade degree would correspond to 42° of the
galvanometer, (assumed of equal value throughout the scale.)
The experiment with the differential thermometer, being similar-
ly conducted, gave for the effects of equal quantities of heat, 1Q

cent, to 62° of the multiplier. If we assume from these experi-
ments that a quantity of heat which raises an air thermometer
by one-fiftieth of a centigrade degree, affects the galvanometer
by 1°, since a quarter of a degree of the latter is a measurable

* This might best be done by adapting a differential thermometer of extreme
delicacy, so that the balls might be in contact with the two extremities of the pile,
and the spaces round them filled up with copper filings, or some such material..
But the experiment could hardly be quite decisive.

3
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quantity, and half of that may be estimated as a sensible impres-
sion, we may measure an effect of ^\-^ of a centigrade degree,
and perceive (by unassisted vision), an effect of T ^ .

14. In the case of the moon's rays, concentrated 8000 times,
we have seen that it is improbable that even the last effect was
produced. The whole sensitive extremity of the pile being larger
than the moon's image, was not brought into action; but if we
compare their relative dimensions,* we shall still find that it is
improbable that the direct light of the moon would raise a ther-
mometer one three-hundred-thousandth part of a centigrade degree,
at least in this climate.

15. The value of the thermo-multiplier consists not so much in
the minuteness of its indications, which may easily be equalled
by employing large enough thermometers, but in the certainty
and rapidity of its action. Air thermometers, such as I compared
it with, though the size of the balls was inconsiderable, required
so long a time to assume their temperature, that, when exposed
simultaneously with the thermal pile to the source of heat, the
latter had almost assumed its maximum effect before the others
had sensibly moved; and it is obvious that, in delicate experi-
ments, where constancy in the producing cause is presumed, ra-
pidity of execution is essential. In short, with an air thermo-
meter (which requires from 10 to 15 minutes to give a single re-
sult), the greater part of the experiments to be described would
have been impossible from this cause alone, and the remainder
would have been tedious beyond measure. It will therefore be
conceived that were thermometers enlarged so as to give as mi-
nute indications as the multiplier, they would be utterly unma-
nageable.

16. Of all the researches of M. MELLONI on radiant heat that

* The moon's image contained 0.114 square inches, whilst the area of the pile is
about 0.40. Hence little more than a fourth of the pile was brought fully into ac-
tion ; but any dispersed light (for which we have made allowance), would act on the
neighbouring parts.
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of the refrangibility of non-luminous heat by a prism of rock salt is
the most striking. Viewing it in connection with the theory of
heat, and its analogies with light, this experiment is even more
important than those connected with the very obscure subject of
absorption, which has been illustrated by his numerous determi-
nations of the stoppage of radiant heat, by screens or media of
different kinds. At the time when I commenced these experi-
ments, in November last, I was not aware that M. MELLONI had
published a second memoir, which, after many of my experiments
were made, I met with in the fifty-fifth volume of the Annales de
Chimie. I t appeared to me a matter of great interest to deter-
mine the refrangibility of non-luminous heat by direct experi-
ment ; and, in doing this, I was led to verify, in the fullest man-
ner, the published experiments of M. MELLONI on the refraction
of heat, not merely derived from brass heated by an alcohol
lamp, so as not to have the faintest luminosity in the dark, but
also of heat derived simply from water under its boiling point.
I found that so admirable was the sensibility of the instrument,
that we may determine, with great accuracy, by repeated trials,
the angular position of the prism which gives the maximum ef-
fect; and, having given the angles made by the incident and
emergent rays with the sides of the prism under those circum-
stances, we may compute the index of refraction for the rock-
salt, in regard to rays of heat. Upon making the calculation, it
appeared that the direction thus experimentally found, gave
nearly the same result as for light, which was an ample proof of
the reality and striking nature of the experimental result; but
it at the same time appeared that the whole dispersion for the
spectrum is so inconsiderable, that, in this way, we could hardly
expect to obtain a numerical result for the dispersion of the heat-
ing rays. I afterwards found, upon reading M. MELLONI'S se-
cond memoir, that he had experienced the same difficulties, and
that, though he constructed a pile on purpose, he had not suc-
ceeded in obtaining numerical results. He found, however, that
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the refrangibility of the rays diminished with their temperature.
I also obtained a slight refraction of non-luminous heat through
a glass prism.

17. But if heat be capable of refraction by the ordinary
agents, an important question arises, Is the phenomenon of dou-
ble refraction common to heat and light ? Rock-salt, the only
substance yet discovered, which transmits dark heat in large
quantity, does not possess this power. To attempt it with Ice-
land spar would certainly be fruitless, from the very small trans-
mitting power which it possesses, besides some other practical
difficulties which suggest themselves. I t must be by more re-
fined processes that we can detect this property. Such will be
stated in the sequel.

§ 2. On the Polarization of Heat by Tourmaline.

18. I t is well known that two slices of tourmaline cut parallel
to the axis of the crystal, as they are looked through with their
axes parallel or perpendicular to one another, transmit a great
portion of the incident light in the one case, and almost wholly
intercept it in the other.

19. I t occurred to me as a curious question, at an early pe-
riod of my researches, whether non-luminous heat would undergo
any similar change in similar circumstances. I made a prelimi-
nary experiment with heat from an oil-lamp (not an argand), and
though, when the axes were crossed, the whole light was stopped,
the heat transmitted appeared to be as intense as before. The
tourmalines which I employed were mounted on glass, and were
kindly lent to me by the Reverend Mr CRAIG. Struck with the
singularity of the result, I repeated the experiment with addi-
tional precautions, and I found that some circumstance prevented
this statement from being true in all its generality. The quan-
tity of heat transmitted being very small, the lamp, the tourma-
lines, and the pile were very near to one another; and, as the
tourmaline absorbs heat with great rapidity, I found that a mi-
nute difference might exist if the experiment was made first with
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the axes parallel, and then with the axes crossed, which diffe-
rence might yet be made up by the secondary radiation from the
heated tourmaline, which was constantly becoming more intense.
Such at least appeared to be the chief source of error, which I
am particular in stating, because I afterwards discovered that
M. MELLONI had been led to the very same conclusion as I at
first was, and had published it.*

20. When I proceeded to verify my results by a series of suc-
cessive observations, under the two conditions of axes parallel
and axes crossed, so as to eliminate any error from a constantly
progressive change, I perceived my mistake. As this illustrates
the method by which almost all my observations have been re-
duced, I shall give an example. Two measures of intensity in
the position where least light was transmitted, which is marked
Dark, have their mean taken, which is then compared with the
intervening observation in the position of greatest illumination,
which is marked Light. These tourmalines we may call A and B.

1834, Dec. 4.—Oil Lamp f six inches from Centre of the Pile.

Deviations of Galva-
nometer.

Dark Mean.

^ } 4.5
} 5.0
} 5.2
} 5.4

H

Light.
O

5.2

6.0

6.0

6.5

Ratio.

86:100

83: 100

86:100

83: 100

* In operating with tourmaline, and also with other substances which transmitted
directly but little heat, and which, therefore, required to be placed near the source
of heat, in order to get distinct results, I have always found that the small differ-
ences of effect of which I was in search, became gradually less as the process of
conduction advanced. The Jirst result was generally the best marked. This effect
may be compared to the destruction of the phenomena of diffraction in light, by the
interference of other undulations than those producing the phenomenon sought.
Such interfering waves would, in this case, proceed from the secondary radiation
of the interposed bodies. But there seems also some inaptitude in the pile to ac-
commodate itself to reiterated and very slightly different alternations of temperature.

f The oil lamp used when not expressly called " argand," was LOCATELLI'S

lamp with a solid square wick, which is what M. MELLONI employed.
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Another series on a different day gave the following quantities
per cent. 91, 82, 94. Mean of the whole 86.4 : 100.

21. Having obtained these decisive results, I proceeded to
operate with other sources of heat, and with different tourma-
lines. Anxious to avoid the interposition of glass, I had a pair
of tourmalines of large size cut without any support. But the
best kind will not bear this, and they polarized imperfectly. On-
ly fifteen-sixteenths (approximately) of the light in the bright po-
sition was stopped in the dark, whilst with the tourmalines A and
B every vestige of the brightest gas flame was excluded. With
these tourmalines (which may be called C and D) I verified the
general conclusions. I was unable to get sufficient effect from
non-luminous heat to verify the law in that case.

22. I had two very fine tourmalines cut and mounted on ex-
tremely thin glass. These we may call E and F. With them
I was enabled to extend and verify the law of polarization even
to the case of non-luminous heated brass, {whose temperature
when warmed by alcohol, M. MELLONI estimates at 390° cent.
= 734° Fahr.) And it is worthy of observation that among
twenty-nine pairs of comparative observations, made with three
sets of tourmalines, and heated from the following sources, ar-
gand lamp, simple oil lamp, platinum rendered incandescent by
alcohol, and non-luminous hot brass, there was only one which did
not give positive indications of polarization. The effect, how-
ever, with non-luminous heat is extremely feeble, and the per-
centage very small, because it is with great difficulty that we can
obtain results at all with the interposition of two plates of glass,
and two of tourmaline (however thin), and a large portion of heat
which reaches the pile is derived from conduction, and therefore
diminishes the proportion of polarization.

23. It is very important to observe, that in this and all simi-
lar cases, the effect of conduction or the secondary radiation of'heat

from screens alivays tends to disguise, and never to produce, the dif-
ferences of which we are in search; that is, so long as the means
of alternate observations are taken in the way we have described.
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24. The following are the general results of my experiments
on Tourmaline.

Source of Heat. No. of Comparisons. Proportions of Heat polarized by
A and B E and F Tourmalines A and B E and F •

Argand lamp, - 3 16 per cent.
Oil lamp, 7 3 14 per cent. 11
Incandescent platinum, 4 3 15 12
Brass at 700°, - 7 (1 negative) 3

I cannot, therefore, entertain any doubt on the polarization of
heat by tourmaline, notwithstanding the opposite result which
M. MELLONI (and I also at first) obtained.

25. Some very curious considerations arise from the study of
these facts. Since 84 per cent, of the heating rays of an Argand
lamp pass through the second tourmaline in the case where the
light is entirely stopped, we must adopt one of two conclusions:
either that the heat which necessarily accompanies light is exces-
sively small, or else that radiant light during its instantaneous
passage through a medium, is capable of being converted into ra-
diant heat. The latter supposition we have no analogies strong
enough to wrarrant us to adopt, though were heat really not polar-
ized by tourmaline, we must have done so. All our experiments
point to the first, namely, that heat, though intimately partaking
of the nature of light, and accompanying it under certain circum-
stances (as in refraction and reflection), is capable of almost com-
plete separation from it under others. Thus, almost all the heat
is stopped by a plate of alum, which transmits nearly the whole
light, whilst a second plate of tourmaline stops the whole light,
but transmits a large share of the heat.

26. The tourmaline affords a precious method of investigat-
ing the influence of light, since the quantity of matter to be tra-
versed is exactly the same, whatever be the direction of the axes
of the crystal. In this it differs from all other modes of absorp-
tion.

* It appears that the axes of E and F were not precisely crossed in these ex-
periments. 3
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27. M. MELLONi has proved that the more light that accom-
panies heat, the greater power it has to traverse most media, such
as clear glass or alum. I made several experiments on the quality
of the heat which passed through the tourmalines in their dark-
est and in their brightest positions, and I always found that the
presence of the light materially increased the power of the heat
to permeate such screens, though we have seen how little it add-
ed to the quantity.

US. This fact, namely, that by sifting, as it were, heat sepa-
rate from light, we give to it the characters of non-luminous
heat, or heat of low temperature, and small refrangibility, such as
exists beyond the red extremity of the spectrum, seems so far con-
genial with analogy. But according to MELLONI'S experiments,
this does not hold with other degrees of sifting of heat. Thus
the absorption of all rays of light, except the blue, the yellow, or
the red, by coloured glasses, does not give the peculiar character
to the heat which it possesses, when it accompanies light in the
process of refraction, namely, that of permeating screens (in ge-
neral) more readily as the refrangibility is greater. Hence I con-
ceive we must conclude, that heat in the spectrum accompanies
the light, and has corresponding properties, but that in general
these properties are independent of the nature of the accompany-
ing light.

29. The only fact which appeared to militate against this
view, so far as coloured media were concerned, was the case of
green light. It appeared probable that this arose from some pe-
culiarity in the absorptive nature of the material, not from its co-
lour. To investigate this point, I tried the relative transparency
(or diathermancy, to borrow a word from M. MELLONI) of screens
for the heat of various coloured flames. I did not find that
marked peculiarity in the green, which M. MELLONI observed in
the absorptive action of green glass. The following results are
not pretended to be numerically accurate, but they are probably
nearly comparable. The flames were obtained from alcohol, com-
bined with the following substances:—for the red, nitrate of
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Number of Rays
Alum.

11

" i
11
JO

of Heat out
Glass.

26
28:

26
SQ

of 100 transmitted by
Rock Salt.

85
87
84
83
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strontia (the muriate is better); the yellow, with muriate of
soda; the green, boracic acid; the blue, pure alcohol. The un-
steadiness of intensity of an alcohol flame prevents great numeri-
cal accuracy.

Colour of Flame.

Red, . . . .
Yellow, . .
Green, . . . .
Blue, . . . .

The differences are certainly within the limits of errors of obser-
vation.

SO. I am disposed to believe, however, that in these experi-
ments, as well as MELLONI'S, some effect is probably due to the
simple presence of light of a particular quality, though its heat-
ing power may be small, This my experiments with tourmalines
countenance. We can hardly, however, look for a solution of
these difficulties, until some of the most stubborn difficulties in
the theory of light, the laws of dispersion and absorption (and es-
pecially that peculiar absorptive power which permits the tour-
maline only to transmit one polarized pencil) are completely over-
come. Meanwhile, we pass with pleasure to the consideration of
some of those properties of heat which serve to connect it with
the best determined and best explained departments of optics.

§ 3. On the Polarization of Heat by Refraction and Reflection.

31. Soon after the discoveries connected with the polariza-
tion of light, which illustrated the earlier part of this century,
the question of the polarization of heat was taken up by MALUS

and BERARD. * In the case of heat accompanying solar light, it
was decisively proved, as might have been anticipated; but in the
case of heat from terrestrial, and especially non-luminous sources,
though M. BERARD considered that he had proved it, he gives

* Memoires d'Arceuil, torn. iii.
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no quantitative measures which could enable us to judge of the
evidence, nor does it appear that subsequent experimenters have
been able to verify the assertion. *

32. The importance of the subject will be estimated, when
we consider the very definite laws to which the polarization of
light is subjected, and the accuracy with which they are repre-
sented upon the undulatory hypothesis. If heat, when wholly
deprived of light, be subjected to similar modifications, our pro-
gress in acquiring a knowledge of the true nature of heat will be
greatly advanced by our previous analogical acquaintance with
the laws of light, f

33. I had been led to make the experiment with tourma-
lines, because of the convenience with which all experiments on
transmitted heat are made by means of the multiplier. But at
the same time it occurred to me, that the transmitted pencil of
heat passing through laminae at the polarizing angle might like-

* See Professor POWELL'S papers in the Edinburgh Journal of Science Second
Series, vols. vi. and x.

•f- The importance of analogies in science has not perhaps been sufficiently insist-
ed on by writers on the methods of philosophizing. A clear perception of con-
nexion has been by far the most fertile source of discovery. That of gravitation
itself was only an extended analogy. The undulatory theory of light has been pre-
eminently indebted to the co-ordinate science of acoustics, which afforded to Dr
YOUNG the most plausible basis of his curious and original investigations; and un-
less that science had existed, it may be doubted whether such a speculation would
ever have been invented, or, if invented, would have been listened to. The pene-
trating sagacity of M. FRESNEL, in his prosecution of the subject, has led him to
draw from mechanical and mathematical analogies, accurate representations of laws
which no strict reasoning could have enabled him to arrive at. Of this his marvel-
lous prediction of the circular polarization of light by two total reflections in glass,
is the most prominent example, a conclusion which no general acuteness could have
foreseen, and which was founded on the mere analogy of certain interpretations of
imaginary expressions. The mere reasoner about phenomena could never have
arrived at the result,—the mere mathematician would have repudiated a deduction
founded upon analogy alone. The cause of the long postponement of the discovery
of electro-magnetism was the complete apparent breach of analogy between the
modes of action of the electric and magnetic forces, and any others previously known.
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wise be adapted to the instrument. I had previously noticed the
large proportion of heat transmitted by thin plates of mica, and
I thought of applying bundles of mica plates placed at the po-
larizing angle, and so cut from the plate, that the plane of inci-
dence corresponded with one of the neutral sections of the mica
plate, (the section used was that perpendicular to the princi-
pal plane,) so that the transmitted pencil would be polarized ex-
actly similarly to that refracted through glass or any singly re-
fracting medium.

.34. I prepared two pairs of bundles of plates of mica of this
description, the first (which I called A and B) having a thickness of
about one-fiftieth of an inch, and was split into about ten plates,
whilst the others (C and D) were only half the thickness, and con-
tained but half as many reflecting surfaces. I found that these
plates, placed at the proper angle, polarized light very satisfactorily.
On applying them to heat, I had the satisfaction of finding that
not only was heat from an oil lamp most decisively polarized,
but also that from a brass plate warmed by alcohol, but so as to
be quite invisible in the dark, having probably a temperature (as
before mentioned) of about 700° Fahr. These experiments were
made on the 22d November last, and were afterwards amply
confirmed *.

35. I t is to this mode of observing that I attribute chiefly
the success of my after inquiries. The mode of reflection for
polarizing is attended with so much inconvenience where a ther-
mometer is concerned, and especially with the multiplier, as to
render the employment of it tedious and incommodious; whereas
by having two bundles of mica plates arranged in square tubes, so

* I did not see M. MELLONI'S second paper till the 10th of December, after I
had obtained the chief fundamental results contained in this paper. It does not ap-
pear, however, that M. MELLON i had thought of applying his instrument to any
question of polarization except that of tourmaline, and in a note he alludes to the
objections, which had been urged against BERARD'S conclusions, objections which
he does not consider to have been overcome.—Ann. de Chimie, lv. 374.
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that the one fits the extremity of the thermal pile, and the other
slips into the first, and by turning it round we get observations
with plates, whose planes of incidence for rays passing along the
axis of the tube, are inclined 0°, 90°, 180°, or 270° to one another,
the direction of the ray is generally in a single straight line, and
the observations are made in the same manner, and with equal
facility as in ordinary experiments on transmission. I have little
doubt that, in this way, the polarization of heat might be proved
without the aid of the thermo-multiplier. The plates were fixed
at the polarizing angle for light. After what has been said,
art. (16), on the refrangibility of heat, it is clear, that the altera-
tion of the polarizing angle, in order to accommodate it to heat,
could hardly amount (by Sir DAVID BREWSTER'S law) to a sen-
sible quantity.

36. I fitted up two other bundles of mica-plates, in square
pasteboard tubes of the kind described, which were marked E
and F, the other plates being occasionally substituted, in order to
verify the results, and to shew that no accidental peculiarity of
the plates could account for the differences observed. My expe-
riments were usually made thus. The tube E was fixed to the
pile; the tube F, containing the other plate, had an index, which
pointed to 0°, when the two plates were parallel, to 90° when
they were at right angles, &c. Five observations were taken ; at
0°, 90°, 180°, 270°, and again at 0°. The mean of the first and
last were taken; then the mean of this, and the indication at
180°, and the difference between this and the mean at 90° and
270°, was considered as the polarizing effect. An example will
best illustrate this:—

1834, Nov. 26.—Brass heated by Alcohol: 5£ inches from centre
of Pile
\JJ a. f/VZf. Deviation.

Analyzing plate (E) at 0°; polarizing plate (F) at 0° 6j
90 51

180 7
270 6

0° 7i
5
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Mean at 0°...6°.9
180°...7 .0

Mean, . 6 .9)
Mean at 90° and 270°, . 5 .6 J R a t i o 1 0 ° : 8 1 ' o r 1 9 Per c e n t P°lar i zed-

The general concordance of these experiments will be gather-
ed from the following list of results.

37. With non-luminous heat from brass about 700°; ratio of
effect, when plates E and F were parallel and crossed, 100 : 78;
100 : 76; 100 :80 *; 100 : 81 (from five observations each), with
plates E and A (from three observations each), 100 :74; 100: 59;
100 : 68 ; 100 : 60; with A and B, ratios 100 : 78 ; 100 : 72.

38. With non-luminous heat from mercury, about 500°, plates
E and F ; 100 : 77; 100 : 90, plates E and A; 100 : 88 ; with
A and B, 100 : 78.

39. But even with heat from water below the boiling point,
I was able, by the improved method of observing the galvanome-
ter, art. (5), (6), to establish completely the polarizing effect. One
series of six comparisons (conducted as in (20),) gave for the pro-
portions of heat transmitted, when the plates E and F were
parallel and crossed, 100 : 93 ; another of eight comparisons, gave
100 : 96; a third, of eight, 100 : 92. Among these twenty-two
comparisons, only one gave a result slightly negative.

40. With platinum rendered incandescent by alcohol, the ef-
fect appears decidedly greater than with any other source of heat
I have tried. Plates E and F ; ratios of effect when parallel and
crossed, 100 : 59 ; 100 : 62 ; 100 : 66; 100 : 54. The brilliancy
of the incandescence affects materially the transmission.

41. Alcohol flame, as might be anticipated, is less steady;
means from sets of five observations, with plates E and F ;
100:66; 100 : 72; 100 : 79; 100: 42; 100:62.

42. With the simple oil-lamp of Locatelli; plates E and
F, the ratios are 100 : 76; 100 : 73.5 ; 100 : 79.

* Plate B was used to polarize in this experiment.
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43. With argand lamp, and glass chimney; Plates E and F ;
ratios, 100 : 70 ; 100 : 72; results very steady.

44. When we combine these results*, and compare them
withthequantity of light polarized, which was derived from some
rude photometrical experiments, which agreed pretty nearly, we
get the following approximations to the degrees of polarization,
by a given combination, and depending on the source of heat.

Ray» out of 100, polarized by transmission
through Mica Plates E. and F.

A r g a n d L a m p (glass c h i m n e y ) , . . . 2 9
Loca te l l i L a m p , 2 4
Alcoho l F l a m e , 3 6
Incandescen t P l a t i n u m , . . . . . . 4 0
Brass , a b o u t 700° , 2 2
M e r c u r y , a b o u t 500° ( in c ruc ib le ) , . . . . 1 7
W a t e r u n d e r 200° , 6
P r o p o r t i o n of Light po la r ized , f . . . . 8 9

45. So completely and satisfactorily made out does the pola-
rization of heat appear by these concurrent experiments, that it
was little more than a matter of curiosity to verify it in the case of
reflection from surfaces, as well as in that of transmission through
plates. This, however, I also established, though not without
much more trouble than the other, the change of direction of the
ray by reflection presenting a troublesome necessity for making
the thermometric instrument, that is, the pile, moveable; at
least, this was the most unexceptionable method. I fully esta-

* It should be remarked, that these experiments contain all the measures I have
made with a view to this determination, except two, which were made the very first
day I discovered the fact, and which were not accurate enough to be employed. I
mention this, because, in such experiments, it is important to be assured of the con-
stancy and marked nature of a result, which can only be appreciated by keeping
back no fairly made observation.

f Though I am not aware of any source of error, I cannot help thinking, that,
in this case, and in that of the tourmaline, Art. (21.), the defalcation of light is esti-
mated too high.
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blished the fact of comparative non-reflection from a second re-
flecting plate of mica, the plane of incidence being at right angles
to the first; but I had more reason than ever to be satisfied of
the value of the simple and effective method of transmission
through thin mica plates. In fact, it was only by the aid of
that method that I could have advanced to the still more delicate
inquiries which, by the constancy of my first results, I was en-
couraged to undertake.

§ 4. On the Depolarization and Double Refraction of Heat
by Crystals.

46. The analogies which have hitherto guided us from the
laws of light to those of heat, suggest that it is far from impro-
bable that the influence of crystallized bodies upon polarized
light, which produces the most splendid and most varied, but, at
the same time, amongst the most determinate phenomena of op-
tics, may have a counterpart in the science of heat. The simpler
of these, of course, it is our object first to verify ; and, to a cer-
tain extent, this is all that is necessary, in order to complete the
analogy of heat and light in this particular case; for the condi-
tions essential to their production in the case of light, are on all
hands admitted to depend on the susceptibility of the principle
of light to undergo certain modifications in certain circumstances,
extremely limited in number, and which then produce, as neces-
sary consequences, all the subsequent effects. If we find that
heat undergoes the same changes under the same circumstances,
so far as we can detect them, there is the highest probability in
favour of the extended analogy ; for if there be a necessary se-
quence in the one case, it must be inferred also in the other.

47. When polarized light is caused to pass through a crys-
tallized body possessing the power of double refraction, it hap-
pens, in a great majority of the conditions under which the ex-
periment may be made, that the light, on emerging from the
crystal, has undergone some change. This change may, for in-
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stance, render it capable of reflection at a surface inclined to the
rays of light at the polarizing angle, which they were incapable
of doing before the crystal was interposed, or if before capable of
reflection, they may now be partially, or wholly, incapable of it.
Such a mode of action may in general terms be called depolariza-
tion, an expressive term, though not quite correct, or as has more
lately been proposed, in conformity with the more accurate views
now entertained on the subject, Di-polarization, indicating that
the action of the interposed crystal is to separate the incident
polarized ray into two parts by its doubly refracting energy ;
which parts are polarized in rectangular planes, and by their
union produce the modified effect. But whatever be the explana-
tion which we adopt of the curious and complicated changes
which doubly refracting crystals exercise in the case of light, it is
clear that the establishment of a correlative fact in regard to
heat unaccompanied by light, must force us to admit an identity
of the laws which combine, by a singularly refined mechanism,
to produce an identical result. The theory of undulations is
in fact by far the simplest that we can adopt, and it requires us,
if we admit depolarization, to admit the existence of double re-
fraction and of interference. The demonstration, then, of such
a property of heat, is one of such importance, as to require the
fullest proof.

48. The power of mica to depolarize heat, I discovered on
the 16th of December last. If in the case of polarizing light,
whether by reflection or refraction, the planes of incidence rela-
tively to the polarizing and analyzing plates be at right angles to
one another, the light is wholly (or at least in great part) stopped.
The plates remaining in this position, it is well known, that if a film
of mica be interposed between them, so as to be perpendicular to
the incident light, that light will no longer be stopped excepting
in two positions, namely, when the Principal Section of the mica
plate (or the plane containing the two axes) is parallel or perpen-
dicular to the plane of polarization. In intermediate positions,
light reaches the eye. This is true for all thicknesses of the film

VOL. XIII . PART I. U
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of mica only where light of different degrees of refrangibility is
combined: with perfectly homogeneous light, at certain thicknes-
ses, no light would in any position reach the eye, that is, it would
not be depolarized.

49. The analogous fact, in heat, would of course be indicated
by interposing a film of mica between a polarizing and analyzing
plate, having their planes of incidence inclined at right angles to
one another, and observing whether any difference of heating ef-
fect appeared when the Principal Section of the plate was parallel
to the plane of Primitive Polarization, or inclined 45° to it.

50. The very first experiments which I tried, seemed deci-
sive on this point. I employed the piles of mica for polarizing
by transmission, and interposed successively two plates of mica
so arranged that the Principal Section was in the one parallel
(or perpendicular), and in the other inclined 45° to the plane
of Primitive Polarization. These were cut from the same piece,
and precisely of the same thickness; but I afterwards employed
one and the same plate, inclined alternately in two positions.
By the first experiments with dark heat (temperature about
700°) the polarizing mica plates (E and F) being crossed, the
ratios of heat transmitted, when the principal section coincided
with the plane of polarization (when the depolarizing effect was
nothing), and when it was inclined 45° (when the depolarizing
effect ought to be a maximum), were the following:

100:120 100:110 100:122 100:125
With different polarizing and analyzing plates, viz. C and D, the
following ratios were obtained also for dark heat:

100:118 100:120 100:120 100:113
51. We have seen that the heat of Incandescent Platinum is

highly polarizable ; it is also powerfully depolarized, as the fol-
lowing proportions obtained with polarizing mica plates, and the
same interposed films as before, indicate, as the principal section
was inclined 0° or 45 :

100:126 100:138 100:138
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52. There were two distinct interposed plates employed for
these experiments ; their thickness was such as to transmit the
red of the second order of the Newtonian Scale, when viewed by
polarized light, analyzed at right angles to the plane of polariza-
tion. To shew that no appreciable difference existed in their
power of stopping common or unpolarized heat, and to point out
the accuracy of such determinations, I may quote the following
experiment on the transmission of unpolarized non-luminous heat
through the two plates.

Plate with sides inclined 0° and 90° Plate with sides inclined 45°
to Principal Section. to Principal Section.

Mean

179 17|
17|

18.0 18

i .
\ 18.25 18+

The reduction is performed as in art. 20. These quantities
were observed with the naked eye, and may therefore be con-
sidered as coinciding in the two columns.

53. In repeating these experiments with a single film of mica,
which was alternately placed with its axis parallel or inclined 45°
to the plane of primitive polarization, similar results were obtain-
ed. With incandescent platinum, the result is of the most striking
character; under favourable circumstances, the needle moves
through from £° to 3° degrees, (a quantity, it will be recollected,
of which a twentieth or a thirtieth part is capable of measurement
by titae improved method of observation), or even more, com-
mencing the moment that the change in the position of the mica
film is effected (which I generally perform with long forceps, so
as to avoid the near approach of the hand to the pile). A few
of the first experiments gave for the ratio of the effect on the
pile in the two positions, with a single plate,

u 2
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138:100 118:100 116:100
Another series, 130:100 125:100 123:100
A third, 120:100 120:100
A fourth,* 128:100 123:100 122:100

54. The depolarizing effect of this mica plate (which also
gives by polarized light the red of NEWTON'S second order) upon
non-luminous heat, was also exceedingly well marked, as I shall
presently shew, and amounted generally to between 0°.5 and 1°,
as the statical effect; but as the source of heat requires to be
closer to the mica plates, more is transmitted by conduction,
which constantly tends to diminish the ratio of the true differ-
ence of effect, as observed in (23).

55. I t occurred to me, that since thin plates of mica present
comparatively little resistance to the passage of heat, that a very
thin plate might perhaps depolarize more heat than it stopped,
and thus we should have the paradoxical effect of an interposed
obstacle increasing the effect, a mode of action which I thought
I perceived in a thicker plate. I was at first surprised to find
the reverse the case.

56. A film of mica which transmitted a slightly blue white of
the first order (by polarized light), and which was capable of po-
larizing light circularly (nearly), was employed for this experi-
ment. But not only was I unable to detect any increase of effect
when it was placed between the polarizing and analyzing plates
(E and F) crossed so as to give a minimum of transmitted heat,
but there was an evident interception when it was interposed.
In other words, it stopped more heat than it depolarized. This
was true both with non-luminous heat and with that from incan-
descent platinum. When I proceeded to estimate its depola-
rizing power by the usual method of placing the Principal Section
at 0° or at 45°, I totally failed in obtaining a sensible effect with

* Observed by Dr TEAILL.
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rton-luminous heat, and with incandescent platinum it was ex-
tremely faint. My subsequent experiments gave for the propor-
tion of the depolarizing effect to the whole heat which reached
the pile when the plates E and F were crossed,

Non-luminous Heat. Incandescent Platinum. Argand.

.00 .016 .03
But upon performing this experiment with a thicker plate, namely
that before alluded to in (53) and (54), I found that where it was
interposed between the crossed polarizing and analyzing plates, the
quantity of heat which reached the pile was increased by that inter-
position by about 0°.5. Hence we have the singular spectacle of
the transmission of heat being greater when a thick obstacle is
interposed, whilst the direct effect is actually diminished by the
interposition of a thin one. This effect was of the most marked
character with heat from incandescent platinum ; with dark heat
the result was quite analogous, but within narrower limits. With
unpolarized dark heat, I found that the thin plate stopped 30
out of 100 rays, whilst the thick one stopped 65, or more than
twice as much.

57. The depolarizing effect of mica was tried under every
variety of circumstance, and with the most conspicuous and co-
incident results. The quantity of light accompanying the heat,
appeared by no means to regulate the quantity of heat depola-
rized. The heat emitted from platinum, of a full red, (and
therefore not vividly incandescent), was one of the most favour-
able. Heat from an Argand lamp, with glass chimney, was also
employed, and absolutely non-luminous heat from brass about
700°. I also employed mercury in an iron vessel, at about 500°,
and found the results admirably marked. Pursuing the experi-
ment as the temperature of the mercury descended, I found the
effect still very sensible at 220°, and then thought of trying hot
water, which I had not done since I devised the telescopic
method of observing the galvanometer, (6). The result was,
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that, by most decisive experiments, I found that heat under 200°
Fahrenheit, is capable of being depolarized by mica. Even where
I did not measure the amount, the instantaneous motion of the
needle in the proper direction, when the Principal Section of the
mica plate was parallel, or inclined 45° to the plane of primitive
polarization, gave as strong evidence to this fact as to any other
I have recorded.

58. I t would be quite impracticable to give any detailed ac-
count of my experiments on depolarization within moderate com-
pass. I t may be satisfactory, however, to mention, that, upon an
examination of all the experiments I have recorded, I find that
(excluding those on the thin plate of mica mentioned in (56),)
amongst 157 numerical comparisons, for the purpose of obtaining
the depolarizing effect, only one gives a negative, and one a neu-
tral result; and these exceptions occur in observations made up-
on heat of the lowest temperatures, namely, from mercury under
500°, and water under 200°. These experiments were made with
heat from the various sources mentioned above (57), and with
three different mica plates. The comparisons were always made
from alternate observations, as in (20) and (52). Of these 157
comparisons, no less than 92 were made with heat wholly unac-
companied by visible light.

59- These conclusions, derived entirely by the use of mica as
the depolarizing crystal, I endeavoured to confirm in the case of
some others. Selenite, from the thin laminae into which it may
be split, naturally suggested itself, but I found that its intercep-
tive power for heat is so much greater than that of mica, as to
render these experiments nearly abortive. With heat from in-
candescent platinum, however, I got tolerably marked indications
of its action.

60. With tourmaline I was more successful. Not only was I
able to obtain decisive depolarization when slightly luminous heat
was employed, such as that from incandescent platinum, and the
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principal section of the tourmaline was alternately parallel, and
inclined 45° to the plane of primitive polarization, but also when
dark heated brass was used (at 700°). The tourmaline was one
of those marked C and D (£1), not mounted on glass, and of a
pale amber colour.

61. From these experiments, the depolarization, or ZW-polariza-
tion of heat seems unquestionably established, whence admitting
that it depends on the same mode of action as the corresponding
facts in the case of light, which seems certain, we are bound to
admit that heat (even that from warm water), is susceptible of
double refraction, that the two pencils are polarized in opposite
planes^ and that they become capable of interfering by the action
of the analyzing plate.*

62. These results we hold to be direct conclusions from the
establishment of the existence of a mode of action, of a very com-
plicated character, which nothing but an acquaintance with the
corresponding facts with regard to light could have taught us Junv
to look for, and which, by coinciding with these, indicate a com-
mon mechanism. Hence, too, were our senses or our instruments
capable of perceiving them, we should necessarily discover, by
the passage of heat along the axes of doubly refracting crystals,
all the elegant forms of rings and brushes, defined by heating, in-
stead of luminous rays.

63. But this analogy may be carried still farther. So definite
are the experimental results in depolarization, that I thought of
comparing the intensities of the effects with those produced in
light; and for this purpose, our methods of estimating heat is far
more satisfactory than those for estimating the intensity of illu-
mination. The fundamental law, which I felt most anxious to

* I made one attempt to obtain polarizing effects by means of Mr NICOL'S very
elegant single-image calc-spar prisms, but without success, as I had anticipated, from
the great proportion which the thickness of the spar necessarily bears to its aperture.
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verify, was the complementary nature of the transmitted heat,
when the plane of analyzation is parallel, and when it is perpen-
dicular, to the plane of polarization.

64. I t is well known in the case of light, that when no crys-
tal is interposed between the Polarizing and Analyzing Plates,
or when the crystal has its Principal Section parallel or perpen-
dicular to the plane of primitive polarization, the whole of the
light is stopped * when the plates are perpendicular or crossed;
the whole is transmitted when they are parallel. If the Princi-
pal Section of the crystal be now inclined 45° to the plane of po-
larization, the depolarizing effect is a maximum, a portion of
light now being transmitted to the eye, the plates remaining
crossed, which was not transmitted before, and, in like manner,
a portion of the light which was formerly transmitted when the
plates were parallel being now stopped. Now these two quantities
are equal to one another, and therefore the sum of the intensi-
ties of illumination in the two cases {plates parallel and plates
crossed) is a constant quantity. Now these two pencils corres-
pond to the ordinary and extraordinary image in an analyzing
prism of calcareous spar. Let us call these intensities O2 and E2.
Let the whole quantity of polarized light, or the value of O2,
when the principal plane of the crystal coincides with that of po-
larization, be F2, and, under the same circumstances, E2 zz zero.
Then since the two effects are complementary, whatever be the
position of the principal plane, O2 + E2 = const. = F2,

and E 2 ^ F2 - O2 ;
or the whole intensity gained by the extraordinary pencil (which
at first was zero), by the depolarizing influence of the crystal, is
equal to that lost by the ordinary pencil.

65. That the same law holds in the case of heat, the expe-

* That is, not reflected when the light is analyzed by reflection, or not transmitted
when it is analyzed by refraction. In these experiments the latter method was al-
ways used. 2
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riments, of which the following is a brief summary, seem to in-
dicate. The coincidence has generally been more perfect, as the
steadiness of the source of heat admitted of more accurate com-
parison. The indications in the same line are alone intended to
be compared, as they are expressed in degrees of the multiplier,
the absolute amount of which would vary in different experi-
ments. The interposed film of mica No. 1., is that mentioned in
(54), as giving a red of the second order when placed between
the polarizing and analyzing plates crossed; the film No. 2. gave
a plum-red of the first order under the same circumstances.

Source of Heat.

Mercury below 500°,

Brass about 700°, <

Incandescent Platinum, .

Argand Lamp (with
chimney.)

Mica
Plate.

No. 2

No. 1
No. 1
No. 1
No. 1
No. 2
No. 2

Mean

No. 1
No. 1
No. 1
No. 2

Mean

No. 1
No. 2

Mean

Increase of Intensity of Extra-
ordinary Pencil, by the De-
polarizing Action of the In-
terposed Crystal.

E*

Number of
Compari-
sons.

5

4
4
4
4
4
7

f27
(comp.

3
4
4
6

f 17
( comp.

4
4

( comp.

Degrees of
Multiplier.

0°23

0.46
0.35
0.51
0.59
0.44
0.75

0.517

2.12
2.22
2.01
2.38

2.18

0.97
1.90

1.43

Decrease of Intensity of Ordi-
nary Pencil, by the Depolariz-
ing Action of the Interposed
Crystal.

F«_O 2

Number of
Compari-
sons.

6

4

4
5
5
7

J29
\comp.

3
4
5
6

| 1 8
(comp.

4
4

i 8

( comp.

Degrees of
Multiplier.

0.26

0.32
0.55
0.52
0.78
0.40
0.70

0.545

2.14
2.52
2.13
2.50

2.32

1.00
1.74

1.37
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66. The table generally points to a coincidence, and that as
close as by the nature of the experiments we should perhaps be
warranted in expecting. If there be any excess in the second
column of results (which the observations with incandescent pla-
tinum might lead us to suspect), it is, more than probable that it
arises from some imperfection in the apparatus employed, such
as the incomplete parallelism or perpendicularity of the mica plates
employed to polarize, a circumstance which was not minutely at-
tended to.

67. The result, however, is highly satisfactory, as indicating
the almost exactly complementary nature of the ordinary and
extraordinary pencils, as in light.

68. The somewhat complicated conditions of the variable
intensities of the ordinary and extraordinary images (which it is
to be recollected correspond to the Parallel and Perpendicular
positions of the analyzing plate) in the case of light, are easiest
kept in mind by FRESNEL'S formulae.

0*=F2 I 1 - sin* 9, i sin2 * (^p-^) 1 *

E*=F* I sin2 2* sin' « ( ^ p O }

where O2, E*, and F2, have the same signification as in (64), and i
represents the angle between the plane of polarization and the
principal plane of the crystal: 0 — e is the difference of the retar-
dations of the ordinary and extraordinary rays within the crystal,
and X the length of an undulation. The sum of the two is al-
ways —. F2.

69. Now the quantity o — e may always be known by refer-
ring to the retardation, which produces the corresponding tint

* This corresponds to the formula ^-sin* 9, <p J 1 — cos * v of AIRY'S

Tract on the Undvlatory Theory, Art. 172. Both are only restricted expressions of
more general theorems.
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in NEWTON'S rings, and which is equal to twice the distance be-
tween the plates in that experiment. For example, with the
thin mica film mentioned in (56), which polarized light circularly,
the tint produced (between crossed polarizing and analyzing
plates) corresponded (by NEWTON'S table) to an interval of about
five-millionths of an inch between the surfaces of glass, or to a re-
tardation, (o — e), of .00001 inch. The film, marked No. 2, which
gave plum-red of the first order (65), gives a retardation of
.00002. The film No. 1 (^65), gives .00004 inch. From these
data, then, having the value of E2 (68), it is clear that we may
calculate the value of x, or the length of an undulation of heat.*

70. In our present case we have always made i = 45°; whence

E2 = F2 sin V ( °J= " ) ; and of course O2 = F2 — E*. But in an

experiment we must not use the direct indication of the multi-
plier, when the polarizing and analyzing planes are parallel, for
the total quantity or F*; for a large proportion of the heat is not
completely polarized, and in order to compare the values of E2

and F*, we must determine the value of each directly, that is, not
only how much is depolarized, but how much is polarized by the
mica plates. This I did by ascertaining alternately with the
quantities of depolarization, the total intensity of the polarized
part of the heat, which reached the pile. This was effected by
rendering the polarizing and analyzing plates parallel and per-
pendicular to one another; whilst the principal section of the
interposed mica remained parallel to one or other, so as to exer-
cise no depolarizing influence.

71. To illustrate this mode of investigation, I shall give as an
example the very last series of experiments made on this subject,

* Of course this is only true on the supposition that rays of heat and light are
equally retarded. This is not demonstrated, but it is probable that they are nearly
so, since that part of the heat which accompanies th,e spectrum is so, and the disper-
sion in the case of double refractiop is inconsiderable.
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which, whilst it points out the mode of operating, will exhibit the
constancy and considerable magnitude of these effects, amidst
the complicated changes of condition to which the heat is sub-
jected. The columns marked "corrected," have a small correc-
tion applied for the gradual alteration in the quantity of heat
reaching the pile, which corrections are interpolated from the
successive observations marked (1), (2), (3), &c. which are made
under similar circumstances.

1835. Jan. 16.—Source of Heat. Incandescent Platinum. Pola-
rizing Mica Plates E and F. Film of Mica interposed, No. I.

Position of
Mica plates.

Principal Section
of interposed

Mica, at
Multiplier.

Total Po-
larization.

Depolariza-
tion.

Total Po-
larization
Corrected

Depolari-
zation

Corrected.
Ratio.

E at 0°]
F at 90°

F a t 0°

F at 90°

F a t 0°

F at 90°

F atO°

F at 90°

FatO0

F at 90°

FatO0

F at 90°

FatO0

0)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

12 .0{
18 .0{
15.3}
14.8}
12.61
16 .6{
14.2}
14.1}
11 .6J
16 .4{
13.4}
13.8}
11 .81
16 .S{
13.8}
13.6}

16 il}
13.8}
13 .0 *
10 .6{
15 .6{
13.5/

6°.O

+ 2°.81

— 2.7}

4.0

4.8

4.5

4 .9

5.0

— 2.4)

+ 8.5)

— 3 .0)

+ 2 .0 |

— 2.5J

+ 8.4)

— 2 .3 )

.4")

.1)

+ 2

— 2

6°.O

4.2

4 .9

4 .5

5.0

5.1

2°.75

2.1

2.65

2.2

2.2

2.2

Mean,

100 : 46

100 : 50

100 : 54

100 : 49

100 : 44

100 : 43

100 : 48

When the analyzing plate F is said to be at 0°, it is parallel
to the plate E. When the principal section of the interposed
film is at 0°, it is parallel to the plane of incidence at the plate
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E ; at 45° it is inclined 45° to that plane. The signs -f- and — in
the column of " depolarization," indicate whether the effect of
the interposed film was to increase or diminish the heat trans-
mitted.

72. The physical meaning of the expression for the intensity

of the depolarized light, E2 = F2 sin2 «• ( • £ = f ) will be found to

be this. When the thickness of the interposed film is such as to
give a retardation of 0, x, or any whole multiple of x, E2 is equal
to nothing, or no light is depolarized, and between those values
the amount of E2, or the intensity of the depolarized light, will
gradually increase from the values 0, X, 2 x, &c. to the values

| j -£, y» &c- a n ( l again diminish in the same manner to the next

limit. When the retardation is ̂ » -̂ » -£, &c. half the light exactly

is depolarized; it is then circularly polarized; in other cases, it is
plane or elliptically polarized.

73. Similar effects might be expected to occur in the case of
heat. But we must recollect that it is even more difficult to ob-
tain homogeneous heat, than homogeneous light, and that we shall
have portions of heat differently depolarized by the same plate,
(in consequence of the different character of refrangibility, indi-
cating a different length of undulation), exactly as when we ope-
rate upon white light. We know that heat of various degrees
of refrangibility constitutes the solar heat, and probably all
other kinds. Hence, no one plate can completely depolarize all
these varieties. As far as my experiments go, made similarly to
that of (71), heat unaccompanied by light is generally less de-
polarized by a plate of given thickness than heat vividly lumi-
nous. Tn the case of contrasting heat from an Argand lamp with
that from incandescent platinum, and heat quite dark, this is
strikingly marked, though not so decisively in comparing the
two last kinds. If the inaccuracy be not in the experiments, it
may very probably arise from the want of homogeneity in the
heat just alluded to. The want of any apparent depolarizing
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power for dark heat in the thin mica film mentioned in (56) is
now easily explained. Its thickness was such as to polarize
(nearly) circularly, the mean luminous rays. Its retardation, or

o — e was then == 4 for these rays. But we know from MEL-

LONI'S experiments, that the heating rays are less refrangible
than the luminous rays (I mean in heat from terrestrial sources,
as well as that of the solar rays), and that generally in propor-
tion to this obscurity. Therefore, on the undulatory hypothesis,

their waves are longer. Hence a retardation of | for light, would

be a retardation of less than j , if *• be the length of a wave of

heat from an Argand lamp; it would be still less for heat from
incandescent platinum, and least of all for dark heat; hence, as
the retardation is a smaller fraction of x or approaches zero, the
depolarization or the value of E2 approaches zero. This per-
fectly coincides with the experiment of (56).

74. Without attaching much weight to the numerical accu-
racy of the following results, it is worth quoting them as confirm-
ing the general fact, that obscure heat has longer undulations
than luminous heat. The numbers derived from Plate No. 2,
(see 65), are most to be depended upon, and the agreement of
the different series made with dark heat is highly satisfactory.
The numbers correspond to those of the last column in the ex-
ample of (71).

MICA PLATE, NO. 1. Retardation for Light,
or o e = .00004 inch.

Argand Lamp, .
Incandescent Platinum,
Brass about 700°,

MICA PLATE, NO. 2. Retardation for Light,

or o e = .00002 inch.

Argand Lamp,
Incandescent Platinum,
Brass about 700°,
Ditto,
Mercury about 500°, .

Ratio of Total

Number of Comparisons.

4
4
4

3
6
7
4
5

Polarization and Depolarization,

or Fs : E ! .

100:80
100: 78
100:69

100:66
100: 47
100: 52
100:51
100:52
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In discussing these observations, it would be necessary to attend
to the remark of (73), respecting the want of homogeneity in the
heat.

75. From the last series it appears that a plate of mica which
transmits by polarized light (when the polarizing plates are cross-
ed) red of the first order, almost exactly circularly polarizes ob-
scure heat, for it depolarizes half the heat. The characteristic
property of circularly polarized light was observed, viz. that little
or no difference of result was obtained whilst the mica film was
interposed (its principal section being inclined 45° to the plane
of polarization), whether the analyzing plate was at 0° or 90°.
With incandescent platinum the effect is exceedingly striking;
for, if the mica film be at 0°, the polarizing effect on crossing the
plates is about 40 per cent, of the whole.

76. It is almost unnecessary to add, that what we have now
said, inferring the undulatory theory of light to be true, might
be translated into the language of the Newtonian theory of
emission.

77. In conclusion, I would recapitulate the chief results at
which I have arrived.*

1. Heat, whether luminous or obscure, is capable of polariza-
tion by tourmaline.

2. It may be polarized by refraction.
3. It may be polarized by reflection.
4. I t may be depolarized by doubly refracting crystals. Hence,
5. It is capable of double refraction, and the two rays are

* These conclusions were stated nearly in their present form (excepting the 6th),
to the Royal Society at their meeting of the 5th January. The whole of the expe-
riments detailed in this paper (excepting only the repetition of M. MELLONI'S expe-
riment on the refraction of heat (16)), were made between the 22d November and
the 16th January, but all the general consequences had been clearly made out before
the close of 1834.

7
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polarized. When suitably modified, these rays are capable of in-
terfering like those of light.

6. The characteristic law of depolarization in the case of light
holds in that of heat, viz. that the intensities in rectangular posi-
tions of the analyzing plate, are complementary to one another.

7. As a necessary consequence of the above, confirmed by ex-
periment, heat is susceptible of circular and elliptic polarization.

8. The undulations of obscure heat are probably longer than
those of light. A method is pointed out for deducing their
length numerically.

78. Of the evidence for these conclusions I have enabled the
reader to judge, by specifying numerical results. But I must
farther add, that all the principal conclusions were arrived at by
the indications of the galvanometer, observed by the naked eye,
including the chief phenomena of depolarization. Since I thought
of the method of magnifying the divisions (described in (5),) I had
little else to perform than the agreeable task of verifying and de-
fining my first conclusions.

EDINBURGH,

January 1885.




